


Why choose us for your mirror needs?
A great mirror manufactured to your requirements 
will utilise the light in any room and create the 
feeling of a light open space.

Bespoke Mirrors

Clear Glass are an exciting  
and expanding glass company 
based in Cambridge providing  
a wide range of glass and 
glazing services.

Our beautiful custom made glass 
splashbacks are available both 
domestically and commercially.

At Clear Glass, we provide an 
unrivalled and personal service 
to all our customers at very 
competitive prices.

Introduction
Tel: 01223 211888

Website: www.clearglass.org.uk

Email: sales@clearglass.org.uk

Clear Glass (Cambridge) Ltd

Unit M, Broadlane Industrial Estate

Cottenham, Cambridge, CB24 8SW
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We have a variety of mirror finishes in our range, including 
Silver, Bronze, Grey and Antique effect. We also offer two 
different types of edgework - a standard polish or a bevelled 
edge. We manufacture all mirrors to be custom made to your 
needs. Whether they are large, small or an irregular shape, 
here at Clear Glass, we’re able to meet all your requirements. 

Spoilt for choice

We can also supply 
demisting pads for mirrors 
to help keep them free of 
steam or condensation. 



Tailored to fit
With all our installations, we offer  
a templating service. We will visit you 
at your home or workplace to take 
measurements of the area to ensure the 
splashback is the perfect fit. We also 
suggest once you have decided on a 
colour, you take a sample home so you 
can see how the colour will appear in 
the different lighting in your home.  
We know how important the colour  
of your splashback is and want to  
make sure yours is perfect for you.  

What makes our glass  
splashbacks the perfect choice?
At Clear Glass, we make our bespoke 
splashback ordering process as easy as 
possible. All splashbacks are manufactured 
from low iron glass. When designing your 
splashback, we’re on hand to help every 
step of the way. Whether it’s some advice 
on choosing the right colour for you, colour 
matching to a plant pot or the colour of 
your walls, we’ll try and make it as  
stress-free and simple as possible. 

Splashbacks Expert advice
The maximum size of a splashback we  
can achieve in one panel is 4.2 metres.  
If accessibility is an issue, larger 
splashbacks can be split and joined  
on the advice of our fitters to retain 
an attractive end product. This will be 
discussed with you at the templating  
stage. All edges will be polished;  
this gives the glass a neat, sleek finish.

Splashbacks installed behind the hob 
and all critical areas will be toughened, 
which makes it heat resistant up to 400°C, 
ensuring that it is ideal for all cooking 
areas. Glass is also more durable than  
tiles and much easier to keep clean.  
What’s more, it never needs sealing and 
it won’t ever stain as it’s a non-porous 
material, this in turn makes glass one of  
the most hygienic splashbacks available. 

Huge range of styles
To see the full range of colours we have to offer, 
including our standard colour, metallic, galaxy 
or filament ranges, please visit our website for a 
guide or pop into our showroom to see them on 
display and we’ll be happy to discuss all options 
with you.
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With all our splashbacks, we don’t just provide colours, we also offer 
something a bit different. Have you ever thought about having an image 
printed on your splashback? This is a unique product that we can now 
offer our customers. Ask the team for more information regarding image 
printed splashbacks. We can provide you with details of what images 
we have to offer, if you require some inspiration. 

Image Splashbacks
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Looking for that perfect 
shower enclosure?
Finding the perfect shower screen or enclosure 
can add a luxurious touch to your bathroom. 
Glass screens and enclosures are a focal  
point in bathrooms and create a modern,  
sleek environment for you to relax in. 

No matter what size or shape of shower  
you have, you shouldn’t compromise when 
choosing your shower screen. This is why  
you can count on us to provide quality  
glass screens for your bathroom.

We can create and install bespoke bath and 
shower screens with a wide range of hardware 
and finishes to choose from. We also offer a 
frosted glass option to provide more privacy.

Shower Enclosures



Glass is a great material for maximizing the  
look of the space and for giving a modern look 
to the environment. It retains the view, without 
compromising security or safety of the staircase, 
deck or balcony. 

Make the most of your space with our expertly 
manufactured range of glass balustrade systems, 
suitable for both interior and exterior use. They 
can be used in commercial as well as domestic 
properties. To keep up with modern interior design 
styles, glass balustrades are an excellent way of 
adding elegance to any home or business. 

With the different ranges and styles we offer,  
our experienced team can guide you through  
what balustrade would be best for you.

Bespoke Balustrades 
and Balconies

Frameless partitions are another great  
way to allow natural light into your home or 
office. Whether it be separating your kitchen 
from your living room, or separating your 
office environment, we can supply sleek 
systems, custom made to suit your needs  
and requirements. Our partitions are a great, 
modern way to divide up a space in any 
way you wish.

There’s a variety of different options available 
when choosing the right partition for you. 
Need more privacy? We offer tinted,  
sandblasted and satin options too. 

We can also apply logos or patterns to  
the glass. 

The high-quality hardware we use gives our 
partitions a quality finish to every installation. 
Why not enquire today to see how we can 
help you?

Partitions
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We have a wide range of hardware available for  
all types of doors, so they really are customised  
to fit your needs. Whether you choose a hinged 
door or a sliding door, the hardware we supply  
will be the perfect finish to complete the installation  
of your door. We can offer several different finishes 
including chrome, brushed satin and black.

Glass Door Hardware
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Having a glass door separating the rooms in 
your home is a great way to spread the light 
and will make your home feel more spacious. 

Depending on your requirements we can 
supply and install glass doors that are clear 
or if more privacy is required, frosted.

Glass Doors



Did you know we specialise  
in leaded and stained glass?
We can restore or replace all types of  
leaded and stained glass windows and doors, 
from churches and historic buildings to modern, 
contemporary designs to suit all tastes. 

At Clear Glass, we have over 20 years 
experience in the design and manufacturing  
of these traditional techniques, allowing us to 
create a piece that’s as unique and individual  
as you are. 

Stained Glass
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Benefits:
Keeps the heat in:  
Saving you money on your heating bills

Keeps the noise out:  
Added insulation will keep the noise out – 
perfect if your house faces a busy road

Resists Condensation:  
Reducing the moisture level in your house 
and lowering the risk of mould build up

Reduces your carbon footprint:  
If less heat is escaping your home then 
you will need less energy to keep it warm, 
which in turn means fewer CO2 emissions

Many different designs:  
We have a wide variety of designs 
available for you to choose from  
to match the style of your home.

Do you need to upgrade  
your double glazed units?
Let us upgrade your existing glazing using 
the latest glazing insulation technology and 
help you save money on your energy bills.

We can provide double and triple glazed 
units made to your requirements, using 
different components, from expert suppliers.

Double Glazing
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Before After



We stock various patterned and  
specialist glass. Call today to find out  
if we have your required glass in stock.

Common glass held  
in stock are as listed:

2mm, 3mm & 4mm Float 

6mm low-iron float 

3mm Horticultural/Greenhouse Glass 

3mm, 4mm & 6mm Mirror 

4mm & 6mm Satin/Frosted 

6.4mm Opaque Laminated 

4.4mm & 6.4mm Laminated 

Georgian Wire cast 

Georgian Wire polished plate 

7.2mm Pyroguard

UV Bonding
UV bonding is a great way to join two panels  
of glass together seamlessly. UV bonding is  
an adhesive applied to the edge of the glass 
and cured using a UV light or a UV activator.  
It provides a clear, clean and strong bond 
between panels which is extremely durable. 
UV bonding is ideal for shelves, display 
cabinets and furniture making this process 
desirable, safe and aesthetically pleasing.

We can use this process for a number of 
bespoke services including display boxes, 
shelving and shower enclosures.

Fire Glass
We offer a wide range of different types of 
fire glass from stove glass to regulation fire 
glass that conforms to the current standards. 
The fire glass we offer can be supplied as 
a single panel or in a double glazed unit. 
Contact us today to find out more about  
our fire glass.
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Do you require glass cut to a 
specific size?
We offer a supply only glass cutting service.  
If you require float glass, we’re able to cut this in-
house while you wait, depending on the size and 
quantity. We can also supply toughened glass cut 
to size with the lead time of 5-7 working days.

Glass Cutting Service



Tel: 01223 211888

Website: www.clearglass.org.uk

Email: sales@clearglass.org.uk

Instagram: @clearglasscambridge

Twitter: @ClearGlassCB24

Facebook: www.facebook.com/www.clearglass.org.uk

Drop by our showroom today!

We’re located just a 10-minute drive from Cambridge. 

We have a range of examples of our products  
on display for you to view at your leisure.

Clear Glass (Cambridge) Ltd, Unit M, Broad Lane Industrial Estate, 
Broad Lane, Cottenham, Cambridge, CB24 8SW

We are open Monday—Friday 7:30am—4:30pm  
and every other Saturday 9am—12:30pm. 

See our website for Saturday opening  
times and full terms and conditions.


